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Term 4 Unit title 

PE 

Football, Netball 

Dance 

Brief description of main content of this unit: To introduce defending, tackling and limiting space 

Dance: To use poetry as a stimulus for movement development  

Lesson 

No. 

Key Learning Objectives 

Linked to National curriculum 

(differentiated) 

Activities & Teaching & Learning strategies 

 (including assessment opportunities) 

Cross 

curricular 

links 

1 L.I. To keep possession of a 
ball(football) 
ALL: Know how to dribble a ball 

MOST: should be able to change 

direction 

SOME: could change direction and 

maintain control. 

 

 Warm up – Show competition videos 

-Running with the ball 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9rUGdvoERA&feature=youtu.be 

Dribbling 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34NBkW5V_-Q&feature=youtu.be 

Run twice around the MUGA 

Main Activity – TSC Virtual Football Competition 

Child 

Initiated 

Health and 

Self Care 

Personal, 

Social and 

Emotional 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9rUGdvoERA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34NBkW5V_-Q&feature=youtu.be
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Competition 2 
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The Great Escape. Set up 4 goals in the area. Explain to the children that they are trying to escape from 

a haunted house (or other such area). To do so, they must dribble their ball through a gate and out of 

the area. If they manage this, they score 1 point, then return to the area and try to do so through 

another gate. How many gates can they get through? Try again. Can they beat their PB?  

Add a defender between the gates who can only move from side to side, not front to back. If defender 

touches the ball, the attacker cannot go through that gate and must try another. How many gates can 
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they get through now? Easier- make the gates larger. Use a larger ball. Harder- make the gates smaller. 

Use more defenders. 

Strategikick 

 

2 teams. The red team must try to go to the blue teams safe zone and steal their balls. They must 

dribble the ball back to their safe zone without being tackled by a blue team member. If tackled 

successfully, they must return the ball to the blue teams safe zone. Winner is the team with the most 

balls left in their safe zone. 

Plenary- How can you keep possession of the ball? Why is this important in a game? 

2 L.I. To practice passing and 

shooting (football) 

ALL: Can pass ball with some success 

MOST: Should score with some 

success 

SOME: Could describe how to create 

space 

Warm up –  

Show competition videos 

Passing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7evTlSUXlU&feature=youtu.be 

Shooting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG9N5r0uiuk&feature=youtu.be 

Child 

Initiated 

Health and 

Self Care 

Personal, 

Social and 

Emotional 

Science 

 

Red Team 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7evTlSUXlU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG9N5r0uiuk&feature=youtu.be
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Beans game 

Main Activity – Recap passing technique 

 Activity 1 – Passing on the move 

- Children in pairs to dribble around the space passing the ball between them 
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TSC Virtual Football Competition

 

Activity 2 – Shooting (Can use actual football goals and rotate groups using them) 

- Teacher to explain how to shoot – same as passing technique but more power behind – Q - How do we 

get more power? Children practice shooting into goals. 

Competition 2 
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Whilst waiting to do competition: 

1. 5 equal groups of children – set up 5 goals around the space (using cones) – 1 group at each goal  

     - Place a cone 2m out from goal – children to take it in turns to practice shooting from that cone  
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Progression for MA  

- Place 5 cones in semicircle 3m out from goal – children to take it in turns to try shooting from different 

angles 

Set out as follows     

 

Activity 3 – Passing and shooting 

- Children in pairs to dribble and pass the ball to get near goal to shoot the ball. When they get to a cone 

they must pass the ball to their partner and do this for 3 cones, then child with ball at last cone shoots 

in to the goal – Have 5 areas set up as below.  x = cones  o = goal 

     x             x         o 

            x                 o 

 

 

Game play – Through the gate (see diagram at bottom of page) 

- 2 pitches set up with 4 goals on each pitch, the goals placed just inside each corner of the pitch 

How to set up 

Activity 2 - 

Progression 

 

  x 

0   x 

        x 

0   x 

   x 
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- In order to score the ball must be shot through a goal for LA; For MA childrenn they must shoot ball 

through goal and must be stopped by player on other side 

 Plenary:  

Q – Why do you think it’s important that we can pass on the move? 

3 L.I. To be able to mark players 

without the ball and deny attacking 

space. Marking the player in 

possession of the ball. (Netball) 

All: Can protect their space/cone 

Most: Should be able to tap the ball 

out of play 

Some: Could make an interception 

Warm Up-Tag ball -Players move around in 1/3 of court. Two taggers start throwing the ball between 

them to tag others with the ball; if tagged that player is to join the tagging players (eventually one 

person still ‘in’, every else tagging) - Cannot throw the ball at a player to get them out. 

Main Activity-  ‘Cone O’clock’ – defenders block and mark cones, while attackers aim to touch cones to 

score points, 30seconds then swap over, keep scores.  

Figure 8 In 3s, no ball. Begin with A moving and using body angles to get around post/person one and person 

2. Add a ball. Players pass back and forth to each other while A runs around posts (using body angles and 

outside arm) to create a figure eight shape. Add pressure:  A runs around and tries to intercept the pass 

between the players.  

Triangle Defence (like piggy in the middle) In four’s. Players stand in a triangle, with one 

D in the middle of the triangle as ‘piggy’. D aiming to get three tips/intercepts before switching. Looking at 

position, footwork, vision, and, body angles.  

 

2 vs 2 in half of one third of a court. Defence are close marking, trying to force an error from 

attackers, aim for defence to intercept and take possession before ten passes are made (see ‘defending’ 

QR code) Full game, positions rotate, student umpires using whistles.  

Change size of working area. Mid-lesson plenaries check – highlight why possession is key. Discuss how 

knowledge has improved and what pupils know about defending players with / without the ball. How can 

you close the space? Why is it important to make good decisions after intercepting the ball?  

Child 

Initiated 

Health and 

Self Care 

Personal, 

Social and 

Emotional 
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Five Point Player  Two even teams, playing in one third of court with two end zones.  Only one player from the 

attacking team is allowed in the end zone. This person may move only within the end zone and catches the 

ball there to score a point for their team. One point is awarded for everyone in the team receiving a pass in the 

middle section and one additional point for every successful goal.  A: focus on getting free and choosing the 

best passes for the situation. D: aiming to read the play, stay with their A and tip/intercept  Additions: If a D 

intercepts/tips a pass, three points can be deducted from the A team score. Then the ball is to be placed on the 

ground for A to continue to play. All players should have a turn to be the player in the end zone.    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 Plenary: How can you limit a player’s space? What games would this apply to? 

4  L.I. To use poems as a 

stimulus and devise 

movements for it 

ALL: Can select a poem and devise a 

short motif 

MOST: Should be able to describe 

how movements relate to the key 

words 

SOME: Could explain their 

movements 

Warm up – Sweet Shop- Children explore the different actions associated to different sweets. Bubble 

gum =  Stretching into long thin shapes and blowing a bubble- round flat shapes which grow and burst. 

Curly Whirly = turning and twisting movements of different body parts. Chocolate bar = melting shapes 

from high to low, wide to narrow to end in a liquid on the floor. Rolo = Find two different ways to roll and 

link together. Children perform actions on command. 

Main Activity – In groups of up to 6, children choose one of the poems to base their dance around. They 

must agree as a group. Get the children to identify key words within the poem and then explore movement 

ideas to depict these. Practice, discuss and evaluate. 

Plenary: How was the process today? What did you find hard/ easy? Why? How can 

you develop your ideas next week? 

Child 

Initiated 

Health and 

Self Care 

Personal, 

Social and 

Emotional 

Science 

5  L.I. To develop their poetry 

dance 

All: Can develop their poetry dance 

Warm Up-Play the song and have the children move around the space anyhow they will. Join up and make 

a pair and do the same thing. Join into a group of 4. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CFuCYNx-1g 

Child 

Initiated 

Health and 

Self Care 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CFuCYNx-1g
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 MOST: Should show use of unison 

and canon 

Some: Could evaluate their own and 

others’ dances making detailed 

ideas to improve. 

Main activity- Take your poem and motif and develop it. Ensure you consider audience placement (stage 

front) and use of canon/ unison/ dynamics/ levels etc. Make sure your dance has a beginning, middle and 

end. If time, perform to class. 

Plenary: What worked well and why? How could it be improved? What stuck with you today? 

Personal, 

Social and 

Emotional 

 

6 L.I. To finish, perform and 

assess poem dances 

All: Can remember dance and 

perform with control and fluidity 

Most: Could provide simple ideas to 

develop the dance ie use more 

change of level 

Some: Could evaluate in detail. 

Warm Up- Read If I were a Storm by Katie boom-If I were a storm, I would range over farms, 

plains, houses, cities, and seas. I would beat against the windowpanes of houses with 

warm fires inside. I would whip the leaves off trees. I would flood the rivers while I 

could, for all too soon, the sun will peep out from behind a cloud and I must pick up my 

black billowing skirts and leave to whine over the oceans and beyond. 

Discuss key words. Children select 3 then devise movement to them. Teach to a 

partner. 

Main Activity- Develop and practice their poem dance.  

Perform for class to assess. 

Plenary- How well did you understand what the children were trying to show in their performance? Can 

you highlight a particular movement and say which word in the poem it relates to? 

 

Child 

Initiated 

Health and 

Self Care 

Personal, 

Social and 

Emotional 

 

 

 


